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I am wondering if anyone else has noticed any changes after changing from Effexor XR onto this generic one. Am keen
to hear from anyone else. Query from a member: June 12, at 5: Hi Fellow Nutters, I have been on Effexor XR for quite a
number of year's now and on the same dose for a while which has kept me stable. I have noticed that I have just not been
feeling my normal self - a lot more irritable about little things, increased self-harm thoughts, a bit foggy in the head and
just off. I have been on Effexor XR for quite a number of year's now and on the same dose for a while which has kept
me stable. Around three week's ago the pharmacy changed to a generic branded Enlafax. Potentially it could be other
things causing this so it is a bit of a process of working out what the issue is.Jul 27, - For example, I can take
Venlafaxine HCL made by MYLAN, but the TEVA generic made me jumpy, anxious, sweaty and gave me blinding
headaches. Unfortunately, MYLAN is no longer making Venlafaxine HCL and I am working with my doctor to find
another generic that will work. So, if you are having a My pharmacy just switched my effexor xr 75 mg to. I was
switched over to the generic Effexor XR a few months ago (venlafaxine). I took mg of the Effexor XR. However, I'm
going through a severe depression lately that I can't seem to shake. I'm seeing a therapist, but its not helping. I've heard
there have been some problems with the switchover from the. Yes, it is a big problem, and I suspect it is going to get
much worse. A lot of people that have been switched to generic Effexor XR are not yet aware that they were switched,
and when they become ill, it may take weeks/or a month for them to put together the fact that they became ill after
switching to. Jul 12, - Another pharmacy may or may not have the same generic. That is the problem I ran into when my
neighborhood chain pharmacy was bought by another chain. The warehouse that supplied them also changed, and I
received a prescription for venlafaxine (Effexor) that plunged me back into depression. Nov 5, - The brand name Effexor
has been discontinued in the United States, though Effexor XR and generic venlafaxine are available. Newborns whose
mothers took venlafaxine in the last three months of pregnancy were reported to experience feeding and breathing
problems, and seizures, shakes, jitters, and. Query from a member: Hi Fellow Nutters, I have been on Effexor XR for
quite a number of year's now and on the same dose for a while which has kept me stable. Around three week's ago the
pharmacy changed to a generic branded Enlafax. I have noticed that I have just not been feeling my normal self - a lot
more irritable. Yes and No. Venlafaxine is the active chemical in Effexor XR, But notice the "XR" Short for Extended
Release. Generic Venlafaxine has no time release properties, Over a period of 2 years my depression gradually worsened
- almost unnoticeably until I was unable to work more than 2/3 of the week and was very irritable. Feb 28, - "There is a
problem with Enlafax-XR but Pharmac continue to deny it," Heather Williams claims. Williams, 33, says the
substitution left her feeling suicidal. Macrae, 40, was left "incapable" of caring for her four toddlers. Both women were
long-term Effexor users and, after insisting that no new stresses were. The guidelines for establishing bioequivalency
allow for a certain range of acceptable sameness, so not all approved sources of particular active ingredients will be
precisely the same and some can be different enough to cause problems in a portion of patients. Sometimes generic
drugs are blocked or recalled for being. I think I stumbled across a HUGE difference this morning that my pharmacist
showed me when I talked to him about my problems with the name-brand. Teva uses two big "chunks" of venlafaxine in
their capsules (mg, XR). The brand-name Effexor XR contains a LOT of little white "beads," almost like the.
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